
CELL DIVISION IN PINE SEEDLINGS. 1

By Edward L. Fulmer.

(WITH PLATES XXIII AND XXIV)

The chief purpose of the following investigation was to

determine the origin of the achromatic spindle, especially as to

whether it originates as a bipolar or a multipolar structure.

Along with this the subject of centrospheres was considered and

also such other points of interest as might be observed in con-

nection with karyokinesis.

The greater part of the work was done on Pinus laricw Poir.,

P^silvestris L. being used for comparison. The cell structures in

the two species were found to be so nearly identical that it was

not considered necessary to make any distinction between them

in presenting the results of the investigation.

The material was obtained by sprouting the dry seeds, and

when the embryos were from 0.5-3"" long the root tips and

cotyledons were cut off and killed in the usual manner. The
fixing agents used were Flemming's stronger solution and

chrom-acetic acid. The sections were imbedded in paraffin,

and cut 10, 5, and 4 fi thick. Various combinations of stains

were used ; but the best results were obtained with analin-safranin

Delafield's hematoxylin. The sections were usually stained so

dark when killed in Flemming's solution that it was necessary to

let them stand in turpentine exposed to the sunlight for some

time in order to remove the black color which otherwise inter-

fered greatly with the proper effect of the staining reagents.

After this treatment the sections stained very well, and the

details of protoplasmic structure were well differentiated.

My thanks are due to Dr. W. A. Kellerman and Mr. J. H.

Schaffner for valuable assistance and criticism.
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The cells of Pinus are moderately large and the karyokinetic

figures distinct, but usually there is a considerable amount of

oil present which is stained readily by most of the stains used,

and thus interferes with the observation of the finer details of

structure, especially with the centrospheres.

In the resting nucleus {fig. i) the chromatin is arranged in a

granular network with rather large meshes. Several nucleoli of

various sizes are usually present, surrounded by hyaline areas.

In normal cells of this stage no centrospheres were observed,

although a diligent search was made for them. This might be

taken to indicate that centrospheres are entirely absent in the

resting stage, which would be contrary to the condition Schaffner 2

reported for Allium Cepa, where centrospheres are said to

occur in resting cells as well as in the stages of division.

However, the cytoplasm usually contained many oil drops

and other granular contents so that if centrospheres were

present they could not be distinguished very easily. In

the outer layer, near the epidermis, elongated cells are some-

times found
{fig. j) which contain greatly elongated nuclei

having spindle-like projections with bodies resembling cen-

trosomes at the outer ends. Sometimes these bodies have

radiations around them which make them strongly resemble the

poles of a true spindle. Although the nucleus is in the resting

stage the bodies might represent the poles of spindles which

formed earlier than usual. However, the cells in this region

seldom divide, and the phenomenon may be only an accompani-

ment of the elongation of the nucleus, the centrosome-like bodies

representing accumulations of cytoplasm.
In the stele the elongated cells {fig. 4) contain very large

nuclei having numerous nucleoli. In such cases the nucleoli

are usually very large and filled with vacuoles. The nucleoli

stain very dimly, so that the chromatin network is hardly visible

even in well stained sections, while the nucleoli take a deep red

stain with safranin, and are arranged in a line within the nucleus

at somewhat regular intervals.

2 Bot. Gaz. 19:445-459. 1894.
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In some of the preparatio ns very defi lite an \ distinc radia-

tions su rrounded the nuclei {fig- *)• These radiatic ns are

rather thick stran is of cyto plasm, and do no t show he fine

structure found in pindle threads or in •adiati )ns arou nd the

poles. [n the preparations where such radiat ions wer e seen

nearly e very cell howed them, whether in the resting condi-

tion or the early s ages of d vision ; ind cat in- that they were

produce d by the fixing agei it. If not caused by this means

they art probably the result of a strean ling of the cyt oplasm

similar to that fo und in the cells of hairs on Tradescantia

stamens

Just before ce 1 division commences the n uclei sta in very

The first change to take place n the structure of the

nucleus is the trar sformatior of the chrc matin network into a

long thread or spir em. When the spirem is aim ost form ed, and

while th e nucleoli are still vis ible in the n ucleus and before the

nuclear membrane has disappeared, the spindle begins t ) form.

When f rst seen i t consists simply of t wo roi nded or dome-

shaped prominenc es {fig. 5) one on each side of the nucleus

{figs. 6-10). These dome-shaped spindles gradually

elongated and pointed until they extend outward to two definite

points at which centrosomes are often visible {figs. 10-12)

.

These appear as small deeply stained bodies placed just at the

point of the spindle {figs. 24, 25). In fig. 16 the centrosome

appears to be lying in a hyaline area which is surrounded by a

darker portion of protoplasm. At about the time the spindle

becomes pointed the spirem breaks into a definite number of

chromosomes and the nuclear membrane disappears. At this

time the nucleoli are no longer visible, having disappeared in the

early prophase of division. They are not found again until cell

division is about complete. The poles are usually approxi-

mately on opposite sides of the nucleus from the first appear-

than 180 apart {fig. /^),.and did not become directly opposite

until quite a late stage of karyokinesis. Radiations are fre-

quently seen around the poles {figs. 6, //).
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F. Rosen 3 describes spindles quite similar to the above in

the root tips of Hyacinthus orientalis. He finds the spindle aris-

ing as a cap-shaped prominence which is formed on two opposite

points of the nucleus by the concentration of "kinoplasm"
which had formed a hyaline area around the nucleus. This

spindle originates before the dissolution of the nuclear mem-
brane.

I examined carefully a large amount of material in search

for radiations around the nuclei and for multipolar spindles in

the prophases of karyokinesis as figured by Osterhout,* Mottier,*

Juel,
6 and Debski,? but I was unable to find a single cell in these

early stages that showed such structures. However, as above

observed, in some preparations strands of cytoplasm were seen

around the nuclei of nearly every cell. This was observed in

cells both in the resting stage and during karyokinesis. These
radiations were very coarse and could not, I think, be instru-

mental in spindle formation.

In some injured or sliced karyokinetic figures I found,

though very rarely, spindles which appeared to be multipolar.

The cells containing such spindles were all in the anaphase,
mainly in the metakinesis and mother star stages {fig. 21), at

which time the spindle is elongated and is more likely to be

sliced in sectioning than those which are in other stages of

karyokinesis.

In the material examined many cells were observed in the

prophase, a large number of which showed definite spindles.

In every case the spindle was bipolar, being short and rounded,
or dome-shaped, when first visible near the nuclear membrane.
The evidence furnished by my investigation is opposed to the

theory that the spindle of P[nus originates as a multipolar

structure.

With the segmenting of the spirem the metaphase begins.

The spirem is scattered throughout the nucleus in the outer

3 Cohn's Beitrage zur Biologie der Pflanzen 7 : 225-312. 1895.
4 Jahrbucher fur wiss. Bot. 30: 159-168. 1897. 6 Ibid. 30 :

205-226. 1897-
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part of the achromatin {figs. o-//), and segments just before

the spindle elongates to definite points. The nuclei in which I

was able to count the segments contained sixteen chromosomes

(fig. 14). They are somewhat difficult to count as they are

usually massed together. Strasburger 8 counted twelve chromo-

somes in the pollen grain of Pinus silvestris. Dixon 9 found

eight, twelve, and twenty-four chromosomes in the gametophyte

of Pinus silvestris, with eight as the prevailing number. The

nuclei in the primary meristem of the growing point of Pinus

Laricio and Picea orientalis were found by the same author to con-

tain sixteen chromosomes.

The chromosomes are at first scattered throughout the

nucleus, but are gradually drawn toward the center to form the

mother star (fig. 13). They seem to be arranged somewhat

irregularly during this and the metakinesis stages (figs. 15, 20,

22) . The longitudinal splitting of the chromosomes takes place

about the time of the mother star'stage. The daughter chromo-

somes then move toward the poles where they arrange them-

selves into the two daughter stars and form the network of the

resting nuclei (figs. 28, 29). The spindle is usually quite

pointed during metakinesis (fig. 22). Sometimes, however, when

the cell is short, the spindle does not become pointed but

remains dome-shaped (fig. 18), giving an appearance similar to

that which would be produced by the spindle fibers passing

through the cell wall. The centrosomes, however, show that the

poles lie very close to the cell wall. Fig. 17 shows one end of

such a spindle with a double centrosome. In fig. 24 the sides of

the spindle are concave. This shape was probably produced by

the protoplasm contracting near the lower end of the spindle.

Radiations are more prominent during the anaphase than dur-

ing either the earlier or later stages (figs. 19, 23, 25) .

^

The centrosomes 1 n Pinus appear as small but definite a

readily stained bodies lyinu-a the poles Sometimes a hyali

area is visible around which the spind e threads tern
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nate. In other cases no such area can be observed, the spindle

fibers appearing to meet at the centrosome. These bodies, on

account of their commonoccurrence at the poles, should perhaps

retain the name of centrosomes whether they are permanent

bodies directing cell division or whether they are only temporary

structures. Whatever these bodies may be they certainly seem

to be the same in character as the bodies found at the poles of

cells in animal tissue. They are not only the points to which

spindle fibers converge, but they are also the centers for a system

of radiations which pass outward into the cytoplasm.

H. L. Smith 10
is perhaps the first to have figured centro-

somes in plants. He found a small body in diatoms, especially

in Sitrirclla splcndcns, which he called the germinal dot. This was

no doubt a centrosome. Guignard 11 figured and described these

bodies in resting cells as well as during karyokinesis. In his

recent paper 12 he finds centrosomes in all phases of nuclear

division in NymphcBa alba. He finds multipolar spindles also in

Nuphar luteum, and says they are very frequent in Limodorum

abortivus, but he does not give any explanation of their origin.

In the early part of the telophase the cell wall between

the two daughter nuclei begins to form. It starts as a gran-

ular thickening of the middle of the central spindle fibers

(fig- 26). This thickening gradually extends outward and

the spindle at the same time gradually increases in diameter

(figs. 27, 28) until its middle portion touches the cell walls. The

cell plate then completely divides the daughter cells and the

spindle soon disappears. In Jig. 28 traces of it may still be seen.

Two centrosomes are now found at each pole, the single ones

having divided. While the network is being formed the daughter

nuclei change from an oval to a spherical form, sometimes hav

ing radiations around them {fig. 29).
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EXPLANATIONOF PLATES XXIII, XXIV.

The figures were drawn with combinations of Zeiss and Bausch and Lomb

bjectives and oculars by the aid of a camera lucida, and are reduced to

bout i of their original size. The initial letter of the objectives and oculars

re used to designate them. The four following combinations were employed :

; 2 mmap. Z 18 (X 2250); Z 2 mmap.Z 12 (X 1500); B & L ~h Z 12 (X 2600);

5&LA. B&Lf (X 1400).

Figures 1, 16, 17, 18, 26, and 29 were taken from Pmus silvestris ; all the

Resting nucleus with large oil drops in the cytoplasm, d oc »- i

Resting cell, with radiating streams of cytoplasm around th

B & L A ;
B&L1.

Resting cell containing an elongated nucleus with a spindle an

lies. Z 2 mmap. Z 18.

Fig. 4. Part of cell containing a very large nucleus in which are seven

Fig. 5. Early stage of division showing first appearance of spindh

B & L-,\ Z 12.

Fig. 6. Spindle elongating showing centrosomes and radiations. B i

L 7, Z 12.

Fig. 7. Same stage, somewhat later, showing few radiations. B & L t

Z 12.

Fig. 8. Dome-shaped spindle showing neither centrosomes nor 11
1

t on

B& L rS Z 12.

Fig. 9. Dome-shaped spindle showing centrosomes and a few rad.ation

B& L-rV Z 12.

Fig. 10. Same stage more advanced. Z 2 mmap. Z 12.

Fig. 11. Spindle becoming pointed showing centrosomes an ra

Z 2 mmap. Z 18.

Fig. 12. Spindle pointed but poles not entirely opposite. B& L-
s

Z 12.

Fig. 13. Nuclear membrane absent; spindle not so much pointed as

usual at this stage. B&L^Zn.
Fig. 14. Loose mother skein stage showing appearance and number
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Fig. 25. Daugh:

Fig. 26. Loose daughl

Fig. 27. Close daught

skein. B&LAZ12.
skein ; cell plate formed. Z 2

mmap. Z 18.

•mewhat more advanced. Z 2 mmap. Z 18.

e daughter skein ; nuclei are becoming globular.


